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typically slower than ,1 km s−1) might differ significantly from
what is assumed by current modelling efforts27. The expected
equation-of-state differences among small bodies (ice versus rock,
for instance) presents another dimension of study; having recently
adapted our code for massively parallel architectures (K. M. Olson
and E.A, manuscript in preparation), we are now ready to perform a
more comprehensive analysis.

The exploratory simulations presented here suggest that when a
young, non-porous asteroid (if such exist) suffers extensive impact
damage, the resulting fracture pattern largely defines the asteroid’s
response to future impacts. The stochastic nature of collisions
implies that small asteroid interiors may be as diverse as their
shapes and spin states. Detailed numerical simulations of impacts,
using accurate shape models and rheologies, could shed light on
how asteroid collisional response depends on internal configuration
and shape, and hence on how planetesimals evolve. Detailed
simulations are also required before one can predict the quantitative
effects of nuclear explosions on Earth-crossing comets and
asteroids, either for hazard mitigation28 through disruption and
deflection, or for resource exploitation29. Such predictions would
require detailed reconnaissance concerning the composition and
internal structure of the targeted object. M
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Networks of coupled dynamical systems have been used to model
biological oscillators1–4, Josephson junction arrays5,6, excitable
media7, neural networks8–10, spatial games11, genetic control
networks12 and many other self-organizing systems. Ordinarily,
the connection topology is assumed to be either completely
regular or completely random. But many biological, technological
and social networks lie somewhere between these two extremes.
Here we explore simple models of networks that can be tuned
through this middle ground: regular networks ‘rewired’ to intro-
duce increasing amounts of disorder. We find that these systems
can be highly clustered, like regular lattices, yet have small
characteristic path lengths, like random graphs. We call them
‘small-world’ networks, by analogy with the small-world
phenomenon13,14 (popularly known as six degrees of separation15).
The neural network of the worm Caenorhabditis elegans, the
power grid of the western United States, and the collaboration
graph of film actors are shown to be small-world networks.
Models of dynamical systems with small-world coupling display
enhanced signal-propagation speed, computational power, and
synchronizability. In particular, infectious diseases spread more
easily in small-world networks than in regular lattices.

To interpolate between regular and random networks, we con-
sider the following random rewiring procedure (Fig. 1). Starting
from a ring lattice with n vertices and k edges per vertex, we rewire
each edge at random with probability p. This construction allows us
to ‘tune’ the graph between regularity (p ¼ 0) and disorder (p ¼ 1),
and thereby to probe the intermediate region 0 , p , 1, about
which little is known.

We quantify the structural properties of these graphs by their
characteristic path length L(p) and clustering coefficient C(p), as
defined in Fig. 2 legend. Here L(p) measures the typical separation
between two vertices in the graph (a global property), whereas C(p)
measures the cliquishness of a typical neighbourhood (a local
property). The networks of interest to us have many vertices
with sparse connections, but not so sparse that the graph is in
danger of becoming disconnected. Specifically, we require
n q k q lnðnÞ q 1, where k q lnðnÞ guarantees that a random
graph will be connected16. In this regime, we find that
L,n=2k q 1 and C,3=4 as p → 0, while L < Lrandom,lnðnÞ=lnðkÞ
and C < Crandom,k=n p 1 as p → 1. Thus the regular lattice at p ¼ 0
is a highly clustered, large world where L grows linearly with n,
whereas the random network at p ¼ 1 is a poorly clustered, small
world where L grows only logarithmically with n. These limiting
cases might lead one to suspect that large C is always associated with
large L, and small C with small L.

On the contrary, Fig. 2 reveals that there is a broad interval of p
over which L(p) is almost as small as Lrandom yet CðpÞ q Crandom.
These small-world networks result from the immediate drop in L(p)
caused by the introduction of a few long-range edges. Such ‘short
cuts’ connect vertices that would otherwise be much farther apart
than Lrandom. For small p, each short cut has a highly nonlinear effect
on L, contracting the distance not just between the pair of vertices
that it connects, but between their immediate neighbourhoods,
neighbourhoods of neighbourhoods and so on. By contrast, an edge
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level of LSMO is situated above the Fermi
level of Co and a maximum of inverse TMR
is expected when the Fermi level of LSMO is
approximately at the maximum of the spin2
DOS of Co. This is consistent with the max-
imum of inverse TMR observed at 20.4 V
for Co/STO/LSMO junctions (Fig. 3A). For a
positive bias, the TMR is expected to change
sign and become normal above 1 V when the
Fermi level of LSMO goes down into the
energy range of the majority spin d-band of
Co. This is also observed in Fig. 3A.

For ALO and ALO/STO barriers, a predom-
inant tunneling of s-character electrons (see ar-
row in Fig. 2B) is the usual explanation of the
positive polarization (6–8). The rapid drop
with bias (Fig. 3B) is similar to what has been
observed in most junctions with ALO barriers,
and completely different from what is obtained
when the tunneling is predominantly by d-char-
acter electrons (Fig. 3A). The origin of this
rapid decrease of the TMR at relatively small
bias has never been clearly explained. This is
roughly consistent with the energy dependence
of the DOS induced by sp-d bonding effects on
the first atomic layer of ALO in the calculation
of Nguyen-Mahn et al. (8) for the Co-ALO
interface. But Zhang et al. (13) have also shown
that a large part of the TMR drop can be
attributed to the excitation of spin waves.

The experiments reported here and in sev-
eral recent publications (3, 4) demonstrate the
important role of the electronic structure of the
metal-oxide interface in determining the spin
polarization of the tunneling electrons. The neg-
ative polarization for the Co-STO interface has
been ascribed to d-d bonding effects between
Al and Ti (4). This interpretation is similar to

that proposed to explain, in terms of sp-d bond-
ing, the positive polarization at the Co-ALO
interface (8). However, there is no general the-
ory predicting the trend of the experimental
results for Co—that is, a negative polarization
with oxides of d elements (STO, CLO, Ta2O5)
and a positive one when there are only s and p
states (ALO). It is likely that the spin polariza-
tion should also depend on the position of the
Fermi level with respect to the electronic levels
of each character above and below the gap of
the insulator. In addition, as an evanescent
wave in an insulator is a Bloch wave with an
imaginary wave vector, one can expect differ-
ent decay lengths for Bloch waves of different
character. This means that the final polarization
could also depend on the thickness of the bar-
rier, as illustrated by the calculations of Mac-
Laren et al. for Fe/ZnSe/Fe junctions (14).

The influence of the barrier on the spin
polarization opens new ways to shape and op-
timize the TMR. Interesting bias dependencies
can be obtained with barriers selecting the d
electrons and probing the fine structure of the
d-DOS, as in Fig. 3A. The DOS of a d-band can
also be easily tailored by alloying (for example,
by introduction of virtual bound states) to pro-
duce specific bias dependencies. Although here
we concentrated on the problem of the spin
polarization of the Co electrode and regarded
the strongly spin-polarized LSMO only as a
useful spin analyzer, the large TMR ratios ob-
tained by combining Co and LSMO electrodes
(50% with a STO barrier) are also an interesting
result. The drawback arising from the low
Curie temperature of LSMO (;350 K) is the
reduction of the TMR at room temperature,

down to about 5% at 300 K in Co/STO/
LSMO (4). However, other types of oxides of
the double-perovskite family (for example,
Sr2FeMoO6) combine electronic properties
similar to those of manganites with a defi-
nitely higher Curie temperature (15). Their
use in magnetic tunnel junctions is promising
for a new generation of tunnel junctions with
very high magnetoresistance for room-tem-
perature applications.
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Emergence of Scaling in
Random Networks

Albert-László Barabási* and Réka Albert

Systems as diverse as genetic networks or the World Wide Web are best
described as networks with complex topology. A common property of many
large networks is that the vertex connectivities follow a scale-free power-law
distribution. This feature was found to be a consequence of two generic mech-
anisms: (i) networks expand continuously by the addition of new vertices, and
(ii) new vertices attach preferentially to sites that are already well connected.
A model based on these two ingredients reproduces the observed stationary
scale-free distributions, which indicates that the development of large networks
is governed by robust self-organizing phenomena that go beyond the particulars
of the individual systems.

The inability of contemporary science to de-
scribe systems composed of nonidentical el-
ements that have diverse and nonlocal inter-

actions currently limits advances in many
disciplines, ranging from molecular biology
to computer science (1). The difficulty of
describing these systems lies partly in their
topology: Many of them form rather complex
networks whose vertices are the elements of
the system and whose edges represent the
interactions between them. For example, liv-
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Fig. 3. Bias dependence of the TMR ratio in (A)
Co/STO/LSMO and (B) Co/ALO/STO/LSMO
tunnel junctions.
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important consequence of nonlinear gravitational processes if the
initial conditions are gaussian, and is a potentially powerful signa-
ture to exploit in statistical tests of this class of models; see Fig. 1.

The information needed to fully specify a non-gaussian field (or,
in a wider context, the information needed to define an image8)
resides in the complete set of Fourier phases. Unfortunately,
relatively little is known about the behaviour of Fourier phases in
the nonlinear regime of gravitational clustering9–14, but it is essential
to understand phase correlations in order to design efficient
statistical tools for the analysis of clustering data. A first step on
the road to a useful quantitative description of phase information is
to represent it visually. We do this using colour, as shown in Fig. 2.
To view the phase coupling in an N-body simulation, we Fourier-
transform the density field; this produces a complex array contain-
ing the real (R) and imaginary (I) parts of the transformed ‘image’,
with the pixels in this array labelled by wavenumber k rather than
position x. The phase for each wavenumber, given by
f ¼ arctanðI=RÞ, is then represented as a hue for that pixel.

The rich pattern of phase information revealed by this method
(see Fig. 3) can be quantified, and related to the gravitational
dynamics of its origin. For example, in our analysis of phase
coupling5 we introduced a quantity Dk:

Dk [ fkþ1 2 fk ð4Þ

This quantity measures the difference in phase of modes with
neighbouring wavenumbers in one dimension. We refer to Dk as
the phase gradient. To apply this idea to a two-dimensional
simulation, we simply calculate gradients in the x and y directions
independently. Because the difference between two circular random
variables is itself a circular random variable, the distribution of Dk

should initially be uniform. As the fluctuations evolve waves begin
to collapse, spawning higher-frequency modes in phase with the
original15. These then interact with other waves to produce the non-
uniform distribution of Dk seen in Fig. 3.

It is necessary to develop quantitative measures of phase infor-
mation that can describe the structure displayed in the colour
representations. In the beginning, the phases fk are random and
so are the Dk obtained from them. This corresponds to a state of
minimal information, or in other words, maximum entropy. As
information flows into the phases, the information content must
increase and the entropy decrease. This can be quantified by
defining an information entropy for the set of phase gradients5.
We construct a frequency distribution, f(D), of the values of Dk

obtained from the whole map. The entropy is then defined as

SðDÞ ¼ 2 #f ðDÞ log½f ðDÞÿdD ð5Þ

where the integral is taken over all values of D, that is, from 0 to 2p.
The use of D, rather than f itself, to define entropy is one way of
accounting for the lack of translation invariance of f, a problem that
was missed in previous attempts to quantify phase entropy16. A
uniform distribution of D is a state of maximum entropy (mini-
mum information), corresponding to gaussian initial conditions
(random phases). This maximal value of Smax ¼ logð2pÞ is a
characteristic of gaussian fields. As the system evolves, it moves
into states of greater information content (that is, lower entropy).
The scaling of S with clustering growth displays interesting
properties5, establishing an important link between the spatial
pattern and the physical processes driving clustering growth. This
phase information is a unique ‘fingerprint’ of gravitational instabil-
ity, and it therefore also furnishes statistical tests of the presence of
any initial non-gaussianity17–19. M
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Many complex systems display a surprising degree of tolerance
against errors. For example, relatively simple organisms grow,
persist and reproduce despite drastic pharmaceutical or
environmental interventions, an error tolerance attributed to
the robustness of the underlying metabolic network1. Complex
communication networks2 display a surprising degree of robust-
ness: although key components regularly malfunction, local fail-
ures rarely lead to the loss of the global information-carrying
ability of the network. The stability of these and other complex
systems is often attributed to the redundant wiring of the func-
tional web defined by the systems’ components. Here we demon-
strate that error tolerance is not shared by all redundant systems:
it is displayed only by a class of inhomogeneously wired networks,

© 2000 Macmillan Magazines Ltd
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rzxAyY7D7k


small-world phenomenon

— for regular lattices

– high clustering 〈C 〉 � 0
– long distances 〈d〉 ' n1/D

— in random graphs [ER59]

– low clustering 〈C 〉 = 〈k〉
n−1

– short distances 〈d〉 ' ln n
ln〈k〉

— real small-world networks [WS98]

– high clustering 〈C 〉 � 0
– short distances 〈d〉 ' ln n

ln〈k〉

— 〈d〉 = 4.74 for Facebook friendships [BBR+12] while ln n
ln〈k〉 = 3.98

— 〈C〉 = 0.61 for Facebook social circles [NL12] while ρ < 10−6
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small-world model

— G (n, k , p) small-world model [WS98]

— randomly rewire pnk/2 links of regular lattice

— conceptually interesting but practically inapplicable
– for some p small-world with 〈d〉 ' ln n

ln〈k〉 and 〈C〉 � 0

– for p = 1 random graph with 〈d〉 ' ln n
ln〈k〉

– for p = 0 regular lattice with C = 3(k−2)
4(k−1)

see small-world model NetLogo demo

3/7 © Lovro Šubelj

https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/


small-world networks

— clustering coefficient 〈C 〉 in real small-world networks

— average distance 〈d〉 in real small-world networks

network n 〈C〉 � 〈k〉
n−1

〈d〉 ≈ ln n
ln〈k〉

southern women [DGG41] 32 0.000 0.179 2.31 2.02
karate club [Zac77] 34 0.571 0.139 2.41 2.31
American football [GN02] 115 0.403 0.094 2.51 2.00
Java dependencies [ŠB11] 1368 0.497 0.012 2.21 2.59
Facebook circles [ML12] 4039 0.606 0.011 3.69 2.20
physics collaboration [New01] 36 458 0.657 0.000 5.50 4.68
Enron e-mails [LLDM09] 36 692 0.497 0.001 3.39 3.51
Internet map [HJJ+03] 75 885 0.160 0.000 5.83 5.01
actors collaboration [BA99] 382 219 0.780 0.000 ≈ 3.6 2.94
physics citation [ŠFB14] 438 943 0.227 0.000 ≈ 5.0 4.23
patent citation [HJT01] 3 774 768 0.076 0.000 ≈ 8.1 6.98
Facebook snowball [Fer12] 8 217 272 0.019 0.000 ≈ 6.8 14.23
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small-world experiments

— 6 degrees of separation in letter passing as 〈d〉 = 6.2 [Mil67]

— 4/7 degrees of separation in e-mail communication [DMW03]

— 4 degrees of separation on Facebook as 〈d〉 = 4.74 [BBR+12]

— the strength (weakness) of weak (strong) ties [Gra73]
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small-world navigation

does existence of short paths imply

navigable small-world by decentralized search? [Kle00]
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small-world history
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